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Abstract
This paper presents a comprehensive review on applying various deep learning algorithms
to bearing fault diagnostics. Over the last ten years, the emergence and revolution of deep
learning (DL) methods have sparked great interests in both industry and academia. Some of
the most noticeable advantages of DL based models over conventional physics based models
or heuristic based methods are the automatic fault feature extraction and the improved
classifier performance. In addition, a thorough and intuitive comparison study is presented
summarizing the specific DL algorithm structure and its corresponding classifier accuracy for
a number of papers utilizing the same Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) bearing data
set. Finally, to facilitate the transition on applying various DL algorithms to bearing fault
diagnostics, detailed recommendations and suggestions are provided for specific application
conditions such as the setup environment, the data size, and the number of sensors and sensor
types. Future research directions to further enhance the performance of DL algorithms on
healthy monitoring are also presented.
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frequency spectral analysis on monitored signals and analyzing
their component at the characteristic fault frequency, which
can be calculated by a well-defined mechanical model [5] that
depends on the motor speed, bearing geometry and the specific
location of a defect.
However, the accuracy of the mainstream bearing fault
diagnostics method based on vibration or acoustic signals can
be affected by background noise due to external mechanical
excitation motion, while its sensitivity is also subject to change
based on sensor mounting positions and spatial constraints
in a highly-compact design. Therefore, a popular alternative
approach for bearing fault detection is accomplished by analyzing the stator current [9], which is measured in most motor
drives and thus would not bring extra device or installation
costs.
Despite its advantages such as economic savings and simple
implementation, stator current signature analysis can encounter
many practical issues. For example, the magnitude of stator
current at bearing fault signature frequencies can vary at
different loads, different speeds, and different power ratings
of the motor itself, thus bringing challenges to identify the
threshold stator current values to trigger a fault alarm at an
arbitrary operating condition. Therefore, a thorough testing
is usually required while the motor is still at the healthy
condition, and the healthy data would be collected while
the targeted motor is running at different loads and speeds.
This process, summarized as “Learning Stage” in [12], is
unfortunately very tedious and expensive to perform, and
needs to be repeated for motors with different power ratings.
Most of the challenges described above can be attributed
to the fact that all of the conventional methods rely solely
upon values at fault characteristic frequencies to determine the
presence of a bearing fault. However, there may exist some
unique patterns or relationships hidden in the data that can
potentially reveal a bearing fault; and these special features
can be almost impossible for humans to identify at the first
place. Therefore, many researchers began applying various
machine learning algorithms, i.e., artificial neural networks
(ANN), principal component analysis (PCA), support vector
machines (SVM), etc., to better parse the data, learn from
them, and then apply what they’ve learned to make intelligent
decisions regarding the presence of bearing faults [13]–[16].
Most of the literature applying these ML algorithms report
satisfactory results with accuracy over 90%.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Electric machines are widely employed in a variety of
industry application processes and electrified transportation
systems. However, for certain applications these machines may
operate under unfavorable conditions, such as high ambient
temperature, high moisture and overload, which can eventually
result in motor malfunctions that lead to high maintenance
costs, severe financial losses, and safety concerns [1], [2]. The
malfunction of electric machines can be generally attributed to
various faults of different categories, which include the drive
inverter failure, the stator winding insulation breakdown, the
bearing fault, and the air gap eccentricity. Several surveys
on the likelihood of induction machine failures conducted by
the IEEE Industry Application Society (IEEE-IAS) [3] and
the Japan Electrical Manufacturers’ Association (JEMA) [4]
reveal that bearing fault is the most common fault type that
accounts for 30% to 40% of the total faults.
Since bearing is the most vulnerable component in a motor
and drive system, bearing fault detection has been a research
frontier for engineers and scientists for the past decade. Specifically, this problem is approached by interpreting a variety of
available signals, including vibration [7], acoustic noise [8],
stator current [9], thermal-imaging [10], and multiple sensor
fusion [11]. The existence of a bearing fault as well as its
specific fault type can be readily determined by performing
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III. D EEP L EARNING BASED A PPROACHES
As a subset of machine learning, deep learning possesses
powerful capability to learn and represent real-world applications with great flexibility as nested hierarchy from convoluted
concepts to simpler concepts, and abstract representations
computed in terms of perceptual ones. The trend of transitioning from conventional ML methods to deep learning can
be attributed to the following reasons.
1) Hardware evolution: Training deep neural networks is
extremely computationally intensive, but running on a
high performance GPU can significantly accelerate this
training process.
2) Algorithm evolution: More techniques and frameworks
are invented and getting matured in terms of controlling
the training process of deeper models to achieve faster
speed, better convergence, and better generalization.
3) Data explosion: With the availability of more sensors
installed that collect an increasing amount of data, and the
application of crowdsourced labeling mechanism such as
Amazon mTurk [17], we have seen a surging appearance
of large scale dataset in many domains, such as ImageNet
in image recognition, MPI Sintel Flow in image optical
flow, VoxCeleb in speaker identification, et al.
All of the factors above contribute to the new era of deep
learning for a variety of data-related applications. Specifically,
advantages of applying deep learning algorithms compared to
conventional approaches include:
1) Best-in-class performance: The complexity of the computed function grows exponentially with depth [18]. Deep
learning has best-in-class performance that significantly
outperforms other solutions on problems across multiple
domains, including speech, language, vision, and gaming.
2) Automatic feature extraction: No need for feature engineering. Conventional machine learning algorithms usually call for sophisticated manual feature engineering
which unavoidably involves expert domain knowledge
and numerous human effort. With a deep network, there’s
no need for this.
3) Transferability: The strong expressive power and high
performance of a deep neural network trained in one
domain can be easily generalized or transferred to other
contexts or settings.
Due to these advantages, We are witnessing an exponential
increase in DL applications. One such example is fault diagnostics and health prognostics, and bearing fault identification
is a very representative case.

Fig. 1. Structure of a rolling-element bearing with four types of abnormal
scenarios: (a) misalignment (out-of-line), (b) shaft deflection, (c) crooked or
tilted outer race and (d) crooked or tilted inner race [5].

To achieve even better performance and higher classification
accuracy under versatile operating conditions or noisy conditions, deep learning based methods are becoming increasingly
popular to meet this need. Although this literature survey does
not include all DL papers on bearing fault diagnostics due to
length limit, it is observed that the number of papers grew
steadily in the last three years, clearly indicating booming interests in employing DL methods for bearing fault diagnostics.
In this context, this paper seeks to present a thorough overview
on recent research work devoted to applying deep learning
techniques to bearing fault diagnostics.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section
II, we give a brief overview to the bearing structure, and the
CWRU dataset to be used for a comparative study. In Section
III, we discuss the advantages of DL approaches compared
with conventional machine learning methods, and introduce a
variety of DL approaches that have been applied for bearing
fault diagnostics. Then in Section IV, a systematic comparison
is provided on the classification accuracy of DL algorithms.
Based on those observations, in Section V we provide our
recommendations for applying DL algorithms to bearing fault
diagnostics, and future directions in this field.
II. B EARING S TRUCTURE AND FAULT DATASET
The structure of a rolling-element bearing is illustrated in
Fig. 1, which contains the outer race typically mounted on the
motor cap, the inner race to hold the motor shaft, the ball or
the rolling element, and the cage for restraining the relative
distance of the rolling elements. Four common scenarios of
misalignment are demonstrated in Fig. 1 (a) to (d).
Data is the foundation for all machine learning and artificial
intelligence methods. To develop effective DL algorithms
for bearing fault detection, a good collection of datasets is
necessary. Since the bearing degradation process may take
many years, most people conduct experiment and collect data
either using bearings with artificially injected faults, or with
accelerated life testing. A few organizations have made the
effort and provided bearing fault datasets for people to work
on the DL research, i.e., the CWRU dataset, which can serve
as standards for the comparison of different algorithms.

A. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
Inspired by animal visual cortex [19], convolution operation
is first introduced to detect image patterns in a hierarchical
way from simple to complex features. The low layer detects
fundamental low level visual features such as edge and corner,
and layers afterward detect higher level features.
The first paper employing CNN to identify bearing fault was
published in 2016 [20]. For the next three years many papers
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Architecture of the CNN-based fault diagnosis model.
Fig. 2. Architecture of the CNN-based fault diagnosis model [25].
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n autoencoder is a three-layer network including an encoder and a decoder, shown in Fig. 1. The encoder maps the input
from a high-dimensional space into codes in a low-dimensional space, and the decoder reconstructs the input data from
orresponding codes [26].
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lowest visible layer. The DBNs can be trained greedily, one
layer at a time, and the contrastive divergence is applied to
the next RBM in turn [32].
Its first application on bearing fault diagnosis was published
in 2017 [33], in which a multi-sensor vibration data fusion
technique is implemented to fuse the time domain and frequency domain features extracted via multiple 2-layer SAEs.
A 3-layer RBM based DBN is then used for classification. Validation is performed on vibration data under different speeds,
and a 97.82% accuracy demonstrated that the proposed method
can effectively identify bearing faults even after the change of
operating condition. In [34], a stochastic convolutional DBN
(SCDBN) is implemented by means of stochastic kernels and
averaging processing, and unsupervised CNN is built to extract
47 features. Later a 2-layer DBN is implemented with (28, 14)
nodes and 5 kernels in each layer. Finally, a Softmax layer is
used with an average accuracy of over 95%.
Many DBN papers also employ the CWRU bearing dataset
as the input data [35]–[37] thanks to its popularity. For
example, an adaptive DBN and dual-tree complex wavelet
packet (DTCWPT) is proposed in [35]. The DTCWPT first
preprocesses vibration signals, where an original feature set
with 9×8 feature parameters is generated. The decomposition
level is 3, and the db5 function, which defines multiple scaling
coefficients of the Daubechies wavelet, is taken as the basis
function. Then a 5-layer adaptive DBN is used for bearing
fault classification. The average accuracy is 94.38%, which is
much better compared to convention ANN (63.13%), GRNN
(69.38%), and SVM (66.88%) using the same training and
test data. In [37], data from two accelerometers mounted on
the load end and fan end are processed by multiple DBNs
for feature extraction; then the faulty conditions based on
each extracted feature are determined with Softmax; and the
final health condition is fused by DS evidence theory. An
accuracy of 98.8% is accomplished while including the load
change from 1 hp to 2 and 3 hp. In contrast, the accuracy
of SAE suffers the most from this load change, while the
accuracy employing CNN is also lower than DBN. Similar to
this D-S theory based output fusion [36], a 4-layer DBN with
different hyper-parameters coupled with ensemble learning is
implemented in [37]. An improved ensemble method is used
to acquire the weight matrix for each DBN, and the final
diagnosis result is formulated by each DBN based on their
weights. The average accuracy of 96.95% is better compared
to those employing a single DBN of different weights (around
80%) and a simple voting ensemble DBN (91.21%).
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Fig. 1. The structure of an autoencoder.

Fig. 3. Process of training a one hidden layer auto-encoder [31].

is employed seeking to integrate the automatic feature extraction capability of auto-encoders and the high training speed of
ELMs. The average accuracy of 99.83% compares favorably
against other conventional ML methods, including wavelet
package decomposition based SVM (WPD-SVM) (94.17%),
EMD-SVM (82.83%), WPD-ELM (86.75%) and EMD-ELM
(81.55%). More importantly, the required training time drops
by around 60% to 70% using the same training and test data
thanks to ELM.
Compared to CNN, the denoising capabilities of original
auto-encoders is not prominent. Thus in [29], a stacked denoising autoencoder (SDA) is implemented, which is suitable
for deep architecture-based robust feature extraction on signals
containing ambient noise in volatile working conditions. To
balance between performance and training speed, three hidden
layers with 100, 50, and 25 units respectively are employed.
The original CWRU bearing data are perturbed by a 15 dB
random noise to mimic the noisy condition, and multiple
operating condition datasets are used as test sets to examine its
fault identification capability under speed and load changes.
This method achieves a worst case accuracy of 91.79%,
which is 3% to 10% higher compared to conventional SAE
without denoising capability, SVM, and random forest (RF)
algorithms. Similar to [29], another form of SDA is utilized
in [30] with three hidden layers. Signals of the CWRU dataset
are combined with different levels of random noises in the time
domain and converted to frequency domain signals. The proposed method has better diagnosis accuracy than deep belief
networks (DBN), particularly with the added noise, where an
improvement of 7% in diagnosis accuracy is achieved.
C. Deep Belief Network (DBN)
In deep learning, a Deep Belief Network (DBN) is composed of unsupervised networks such as Restricted Boltzmann
Machines (RBMs) or autoencoders, where each preceding
hidden layer becomes the visible layer for the next, as demonstrated by boxes of different colors in Fig. 4. Often recognized
as an undirected, generative energy-based model, an RBM
consists of a “visible” input layer and a hidden layer with
connections in between. The composition of RBNs leads to a
fast and unsupervised training procedure and starts from the

D. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
Different from feed-forward neural network (FNN), RNN
processes input data in a recurrent manner. The architecture
is shown in Fig. 5. With a flow path going from its hidden
layer to itself, when unrolled in the sequence, it can be viewed
as a feed-forward neural network across the input sequence.
As a sequence model, it can capture and model the sequential
relationship in sequential data or time series data.
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some are mixtures of many DL methods listed above. For
example, in [40], a new large memory storage retrieval (LAM- A. Recommendations and Suggestions
STAR) neural network is proposed. In [41], both DBN and
The successful implementation of ML and DL algorithms
SAE are applied simultaneously to identify the presence of a on bearing fault diagnostics can be attributed to the strong
bearing fault. Other examples include a mixture of CNN and correlations among features that follow the law of physics.
DBN [42], deep residual network (DRN) [43], [44], deep stack For researchers considering applying ML/DL methods to solve
network (DSN) [45], RNN based autoencoder [46], sparse bearing problems, the author suggests the following:
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY ON C ASE W ESTERN R ESERVE U NIVERSITY B EARING DATASET WITH D IFFERENT DL A LGORITHMS .

[21]
[22]
[23]
[25]

Feature extraction
algorithms
Adaptive CNN (ADCNN)
CNN
CNN
CNN based on LeNet-5

No. hidden
layers
3
4
4
8

[26]

Deep fully CNN (DFCNN)

8

[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]

SAE
SAE
Stacked denoising AE (SDAE)
SDAE
dual-tree
complex wavelet
DBN
DBN with
ensemble learning
CNN-LSTM

3
3
3
3

Reference

[35]
[36]
[37]
[39]

Classifier

Characteristics

Softmax
Softmax
Softmax
FC layer
Connectionist
temporal classification
ELM
ELM
N/A
Softmax

Predict fault size
Noise-resilient
Sensor fusion
Better feature extraction
Validation with
actual service data
Adapt to load change
Reduce training time
Noise-resilient
Noise-resilient

Training sample
percentage
50%
90%
70%
83%

Testing accuracy
97.90%
92.60%
99.40%
99.79%

78%

99.22%

50%
50%
50%
80%

99.61%
99.83%
91.79%
99.83%

5

N/A

Adaptive DBN

67%

94.38%

2

Softmax

Adapt to load change

N/A

98.80%

4

Sigmoid

Accurate & robust

N/A

96.95%

3

Softmax

Accurate

83%

99.6%

1) More complicated datasets: Apply more complicated
bearing datasets to prevent the accuracy saturation problems.
2) From artificial to real-world: Make attempts to predict
natural faults with algorithms trained by artificial faults,
which is a reasonable expectation for DL-based fault
indicators in real-world applications.
3) Explainability: Explain how DL methods work in fault
detection applications. The interpretation of DL in general
is not so developed as traditional ML methods. Several
works, such as [53], [54], visualized the learnt CNN
kernel to interpret its physical meaning. These works have
provided intuitions on the explainability of DL, but more
in-depth investigations are necessary.

1) Examine the setup environment: Thoroughly examine the
working environment and all possible operating conditions of the setup (i.e., indoor/outdoor, fixed/volatile
operating conditions, etc.). For the simplest case with an
indoor and a single operating point setup, conventional
ML methods or even frequency-based analytical models
should suffice. Otherwise, more advanced DL approaches
with certain denoising blocks and extra layers should be
considered to improve the diagnostic robustness.
2) Sensors: Determine the number and type of sensors to
be mounted close to bearings. For traditional frequency
based and ML based methods, one or two vibrations
sensors mounted close to the bearing should be sufficient.
For DL based approaches, due to the fact that many algorithms such as CNN are mainly developed for computer
vision to handle the 2-D image data, multiple 1-D timeseries data obtained by the sensors in the bearing setup
need to be stacked to form this 2-D data. Therefore, it
would be better to have more than two vibration sensors
installed at the same time. In addition, other types of
sensors such as AE and stator current sensors can be
installed to form a multi-physics dataset to enhance the
performance.
3) Data Size: If the size of the collected dataset is not sufficient to train a DL model with good generalization, the
algorithm and its training process should be selected to
make the most out of the data and computation resources.
For example, the dataset augmentation techniques such as
generative adversarial network (GAN), and data random
sampling with replacement such as boostrapping can be
used, as well as some cross validation methods such as
leave-one-out, Monte Carlo, etc. With the problem of a
small labeled dataset, a promising routine is to apply a
semi-supervised learning paradigm.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a systematic review is conducted on existing
literature employing deep learning algorithms to motor bearing
fault diagnostics, which has spurred the interest of academia
for the last five years. It is demonstrated that, despite the
fact that deep learning algorithms require a large dataset to
train, they can automatically perform adaptive feature extractions on the bearing data without any prior expertise on
fault characteristic frequencies or operating conditions, making
them very suitable for real-time bearing fault diagnostics.
A comparative study is presented and discussed regarding
the effectiveness of different algorithms. Insights and future
research directions toward performance improvement and realworld implementation are provided.
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